
I NEED SOMEONE TO WRITE A SONG FOR ME

Have a melody and need lyrics? I've written, produced and/or sang on hundreds of songs for myself, other artists like
MAX and Gnash, commercials, etc.

This will give you an audience that will support your song simply because they can deeply relate to what you
are talking about in it. When you are thinking of the rhythm, it is better to try and fit your song chorus in most
of the rhythms that come to your mind. You can use synonyms, allusions, juxtapositions and rhymes just to
add flavor to your lyrics. Most songs start with the verse, then the chorus, another verse, the bridge then the
chorus. The time investment into the art of songwriting varies from one individual to another depending on
their level of creativity. Notice the natural rhythm and melody of your speech when you say the lines with lots
of feeling. Also, notice how the choruses are in between these verses. When choosing your theme, you should
try and relate it to the song genre. Get your listeners intrigued. Out of these words, we need to first get the
chorus. Keep the song and the emotion fresh! Once you settle on the one you want to use, you can then fit in
the verses. As not only will it get played more, but people will be singing your song so others will hear it like
that. Like a chorus they are often catchy, but done in a different style to the main chorus for differentiation.
Look for images and action words to bring your answers to life. Most songwriters are known to choose themes
that draw from their childhood. Finding the lyrics for your song is not easy unless you are specific. While
there are some exceptions to this rule, writing catchy choruses are often the way to go. Don't go too far off
topic, and start getting ready to end the song. What makes the song so powerful is not just the words but
rather, the theme, the emotions and the artistic display. How do you feel about it? I also give video examples
of each element so you can see them in practice, not just read the theory. Read more about adding emotion to
your lyrics here. A great way to get ideas for the first verse is to use the phrases you used in your chorus. What
do you think or hope will happen next? However much I have tempered myself, I know that in my core, I am
often at extremities: really intense or really laid back; really organized or really messy; really put together or
really falling apart. Two heads are always usually better than one. You can now start making small changes to
your song until you are sure it is the perfect piece you want before you go to the studio. Normally the backing
track has less going on or the melody will change up, and your lyrics can be presented in a way to match this.
Keep it simple and build on it Keeping your track as simple as possible at first is an excellent way to
accelerate the songwriting process and work out the structure of your song. On the other hand, a hook is a line
or two which is especially catchy that people often remember first when thinking about your song.


